There have been significant recent advances in our understanding of the potential use and limitations of early-warning signs for predicting drastic changes, so called critical transitions or tipping points, in dynamical systems. A focus of mathematical modeling and analysis has been on stochastic ordinary differential equations, where generic statistical early-warning signs can be identified near bifurcation-induced tipping points. In this paper, we provide some basic steps to extend this theory to stochastic partial differential equations. In particular, we study stochastic versions of the Swift-Hohenberg and Ginzburg-Landau equations. We derive a scaling law of the covariance operator in a regime where linearization is expected to be valid. We compare these results to direct numerical simulation, and study the influence of noise level, noise color, distance to bifurcation and domain size on early-warning signs.
Introduction
Drastic sudden changes in dynamical systems, so called critical transitions or tipping points, occur in a wide variety of applications. It is often desirable to find earlywarning signs to anticipate transitions in order to avoid or mitigate their effects [74] . There has been tremendous recent progress in determining potential warning signs in various sciences such as ecology [76, 80] , climate science [58, 59] , engineering [21, 61] , epidemiology [55, 67] , biomedical applications [65, 81] and social networks [54] ; see also [73, 75] for concise overviews. For a large class of critical transitions, the underlying dynamical mechanism involves a slow drift of a system parameter towards a local bifurcation point, where a fast transition occurs [50] . This class has been denoted "B-tipping" in [2] . A detailed mathematical analysis of the underlying stochastic fastslow systems, including their generic scaling laws, can be found in [52] ; see also [5] for further mathematical background.
An example warning sign occurring in many stochastic systems is an increase in variance as a bifurcation point is approached [16] . This effect is intrinsically generated by critical slowing down (or "intermittency" [37] ), i.e. the underlying deterministic dynamics becoming less stable near the bifurcation point. Hence, (additive) stochastic fluctuations become dominant approaching a B-tipping point.
A substantial effort has been made to extract early-warning signs, such as slowing down and variance increase, from univariate time series e.g. using various time series analysis methods [40, 60, 62] , normal forms [78] , topological methods [7] and generalized models [57] . Although theoretical tests and models with sufficiently large data sets tend to work very well [24, 52] , there are clear limits to predictability [13] , particularly when relatively sparse data sets are considered [18, 26, 28, 56] .
For systems with spatio-temporal dynamics (and associated spatio-temporal data), the additional data in the spatial direction may be used to improve existing earlywarning signs and to discover new ones. If a system is initialized in a spatially patterned state instead of a homogeneous one, then one could try to consider measures of the pattern as potential candidates to provide warning signs. For example, in [47] patchiness of states in a vegetation model is used. However, for a uniform homogeneous steady state that undergoes a bifurcation, such warning signs are not expected to be available.
Many early-warning signs computed for univariate time series have multivariate time series analogs, such as spatial variance and skewness [29, 38] as well as slowing down and spatial correlation [25] . An "averaging" over the spatial direction, e.g. in the sense of the Moran coefficient [27] , can be helpful to facilitate direct comparisons with univariate indicators. Also, a natural alternative to avoid the full complexity of spatial temporal pattern formation is to focus on early-warning signs for traveling waves [53] . Despite these exploratory works, it is quite clear at this point that the full mathematical analysis of early-warning signs for stochastic spatio-temporal systems is largely uncharted territory.
For finite-dimensional B-tipping, a quite robust classification scheme [2, 50] has been formulated and associated warning signs have been investigated (for up to generic codimension-two bifurcations) based upon normal forms, fast-slow systems and stochastic analysis [52] . Such a detailed scheme is unlikely to be possible for spatio-temporal systems since there is no complete generic theory for all spatio-temporal systems available. However, it is expected that certain subclasses of stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs) have warning-signs near pattern-forming bifurcations that can be studied in detail. For deterministic partial differential equations (PDEs), quite a number of bifurcations leading to pattern-formation are well studied; for example, see [22, 23, 44] and references therein.
Translating and extending the qualitative pattern-forming results from PDEs to SPDEs is an extremely active area of current research. We refer for additional background and references to [9, 33] . However, when searching for early-warning signs, it is important to augment the qualitative results with quantitative scaling laws.
Although the problem of early-warning signs for spatio-temporal systems is discussed often 1 , there is no complete mathematical theory available to address how classical early-warning signs can be generalized from stochastic ordinary differential equations (SODEs) to SPDEs. In this paper, we limit ourselves to a several elementary steps working toward this generalization:
• We review the available literature from various fields. In particular, there are closely related contributions from statistical physics, dynamical systems, stochastic analysis, theoretical ecology and numerical analysis.
• We outline the basic steps to generalize classical SODE warning signs, such as autocorrelation and variance increase, to the spatio-temporal setting for two standard models for pattern formation, the Swift-Hohenberg (SH) equation and the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equation.
• We numerically investigate the SH and GL equation to connect back to several spatio-temporal warning signs proposed in applications, particularly in the context of ecological models.
• The numerical results reveal two interesting scaling regimes. Furthermore, we obtain results about the influence of several natural parameters (domain size, distance to bifurcation, noise level and noise correlation length) on early-warning signs.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we summarize the relevant background for the SH and GL PDEs. We also recall some basic techniques for studying SPDEs, with a focus on the relationship between correlation functions and Q-Wiener processes used to define the spatio-temporal noise. In Section 3, we analytically investigate the covariance operator of the linearized SPDE to capture behavior in the regime in which we expect to observe the first warning signs of an approaching bifurcation-point. Here, we find a very natural generalization to SPDEs of the SODE variance-increase as an early-warning sign. In Section 4, we summarize the measures we compute for the numerical investigation of SPDE early-warning signs in Section 5. In particular, we use numerical simulation results of the SH and GL SPDEs to illustrate the analytical scaling laws and to link our results to several warning signs proposed recently in applications. Another purpose for the numerical simulations is to understand the influence of several system parameters. Appendix A provides an overview of the numerical methods we used. Section 6 provides a brief outlook of possible future work.
The Setup
In this section, we review the background required for the proceeding sections. For the review of deterministic PDEs, we briefly state the main results, omitting many details. The theory needed for our example PDEs, the SH and GL equations, is quite well-established. The stochastic analysis is less well-known, and we shall thus explain a bit more for the review of SPDEs.
The Deterministic PDE(s)
We focus on the one-dimensional spatial case on a bounded domain and use the notation
Let X be a (complex) Hilbert space with inner product denoted by ·, · . Let
is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup S(t) [69] ; the subscript, indicated via the placeholder (·) distinguishes the two differential operators we consider below. For functions v : I → R, we use the standard notation for Sobolev spaces and consider the norm
∂x α is understood as a weak derivative when the norm v W k,p (I) is considered. We then denote
Mirroring the finite-dimensional classification scheme for B-tipping [52] , we specify a class of deterministic systems of the form
where f (u) = f (u(x, t)) is a sufficiently smooth polynomial nonlinearity with f : R → R, A := A (·) + r Id is a linear operator and we use the shorthand notation
The primary example of (1) we consider in this paper is the Swift-Hohenberg (SH) equation [77] ∂
where r SH ∈ R is a parameter and
2 is defined on a suitable domain that is dense in the Hilbert space X = L 2 (I) (we employ the notation
∂x 2 ). It can be verified that A SH generates an analytic semigroup under mild conditions. For periodic boundary conditions, there is a convenient set of orthonormal eigenfunctions of A SH given by a
For simplicity, we consider L = 2π: then λ
2 , and k = ±1 yield elements in nullspace(A SH ). For k ± 1, we have λ SH k ≤ −1. Linearizing (2) around the trivial solution u ≡ 0, leads to the linear problem
Hence, we observe that u ≡ 0 is linearly stable for r SH < 0 and that a bifurcation occurs at r SH = 0. For a detailed bifurcation analysis of the SH equation we refer to [15, 19, 23] and references therein. When we consider a stochastic version of (2) below, we focus on the parameter regime r SH ∈ [−r 0 , 0) for some r 0 > 0, since it is our goal to find early-warning signs before the bifurcation occurs.
As a second example, we study the real Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equation [20, 79] , which can also be written in the form (1). It is given by
where r GL ∈ R is a parameter. The Laplacian ∂ 2 x with periodic boundary conditions
with eigenvalues λ
, and that this general result applies to the linearization of the GL equation. Hence, the analysis yields that u ≡ 0 is linearly stable when r GL < 0 and the first eigenvalue crossing occurs when r GL = 0 associated to the critical eigenvalue λ GL 0 = 0. As in the SH equation, we would like warning signs to predict the bifurcation point from data obtained in the parameter regime r GL ∈ [−r 0 , 0) for some r 0 > 0.
We remark that there is a classical connection between the SH and GL equations: the GL equation can be derived as an amplitude equation of the SH equation [20, 48] . Here, however, we take the view of studying it independently. The view of GL as an amplitude equation, and the relation between warning signs for the two models, will be considered in future work.
The Stochastic PDE(s)
One efficient approach for obtaining early-warning signs near bifurcation-induced critical transitions is to use stochastic perturbations to measure the effect of critical slowing down before the bifurcation point, for example through variance and autocorrelation. For some univariate time series, using ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to model deterministic dynamics leads quite naturally to SODEs [52] . Following the same paradigm, we search for warning signs for SPDEs that arise by stochastic perturbations of (1) . Consider SPDEs of the form
where (x, t) ∈ I × [0, T ], u = u(x, t), the function F is assumed to be sufficiently smooth map, σ > 0 controls the noise level and the noise process ξ(x, t) must be specified. Often the noise term is specified through its correlation function
where C tem denotes the temporal correlation function and C spa the spatial correlation function. For example, space-time white noise is given by
where δ denotes the delta-distribution. Although this formulation is quite practical, here the term σF (u)ξ(x, t) is formal but it can be defined rigorously [84] in certain situations; see also [39, 36] .
We now describe one way to provide a rigorous interpretation of (5) following the approach in [71, 72] . We fix a probability space (Ω, F , P) and let Q : X → X be a linear operator on the Hilbert space X with associated Q-Wiener process W = W (t). If Tr(Q) < +∞ the operator Q is of trace class. If Q = Id then Tr(Q) = +∞ and W is a cylindrical Wiener process. We assume that there exists a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions
Let β k (t) denote a sequence of independent standard Brownian motions such that
We remark that frequently one indexes q k and β k by natural numbers only but here the integer labels will be easier notationally. It is often convenient to take X = L 2 (I), as already considered above for the deterministic case. We focus on additive noise for (5) and write it in the form
where W (t) is a Q-Wiener process, f is a sufficiently smooth map, B : X → X is a linear operator, σ > 0 and u 0 ∈ X is assumed to be deterministic. For our purposes, it will suffice to view (9) as an evolution equation for u(·, t) =: u(t) and formally consider mild solutions [72, Ch.7] given by
For convenience, we denote the stochastic integral in (10) as
and refer to it as the stochastic convolution. One of its most important properties is the expression for the associated covariance operator [72, Thm. 5.2] (11) where B * denotes the adjoint operator of B and similarly S * (r) denotes the adjoint semigroup of S(r).
We remark that once the operators Q and B are fixed, this determines the correlation structure of the additive noise as defined in (6) . Indeed, we have for any g, h ∈ X and t, s ≥ 0 that
which is equivalent to the more detailed formulation
since Q is self-adjoint. If we consider the basis q k , then we also find
and similarly for Q 1/2 B * h. Therefore, it follows that
where c nl is computed from the discrete convolution in the usual way
, which is colored noise in general. The temporal correlation is white, since differentiating min(t, s) formally yields a temporal correlation function C tem (t − s) = δ(t − s). The relation between the correlation function and a suitable convolution involving B and Q is well-known when I = R d [14, 70] .
To conclude our discussion of SPDEs, we briefly review several works pertaining to stochastic perturbations to the SH equation in particular. Additive noise, i.e. when F (u) is constant, is considered in [34, 43] with a comparison to experimental data. Multiplicative noise, i.e. when F (u) depends upon u nontrivially, is studied in [32] with a focus on noise-induced shifts of the bifurcation point. Such bifurcation-shifts are also considered in [45, 46] for additive noise, and in [3] for stochastic variation of the bifurcation parameter. Parameter fluctuations may also induce stochastic resonance effects in the SH equation [82] (for coherence resonance induced by additive noise, see [17] ). Pattern formation, pattern selection and convergence to various states in the presence of stochasticity is considered in [30, 41, 83] . The amplitude equations for the stochastic SH equation and related models have also been studied extensively in recent years [1, 8, 9, 11, 12, 66] . However, there seems to be relatively little, if any, work yet that focuses on early-warning signs for the stochastic SH equation.
Warning Signs from Linearization
When considering early-warning signs in SODEs perturbed by additive noise, it is illustrative to start with a linearized analysis around a parametrized curve of attracting steady states of the deterministic system. This yields an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process that has certain increasing elements in its covariance matrix as a bifurcation point is approached [52] . Of course, the regime very close to the bifurcation is more difficult to study analytically, especially if the parameter drifts slowly in time, e.g. [4, 6] . For SPDEs, our analytical approach focuses only on the regime in which a linearized analysis is expected to be valid. In fact, there are already many results for OU processes of SPDEs that can be used directly to develop the theory of early-warning signs for SPDEs.
Correlation Function
Consider an SPDE of the form (5) with F (u) = Id and f (u) = 0, i.e. a linear SPDE perturbed by additive noise. We recall a few formal results about the correlation structure of the solution u(x, t) when ξ(x, t) is space-time white noise. For A = rId+∂ 2 x , r < 0, I = [0, L] and periodic boundary conditions, the solution u(x, t) can be written in terms of a Fourier basis and an associated Green's function [63] as
where W (s) is a cylindrical Wiener process with covariance Q = Id and the Green's function G is given by
4(t − s) .
We define the correlation function of the solution u(x, t) as
In formula (12), we observe that the first term decays rapidly for sufficiently bounded initial conditions u 0 so that the correlation function (13) arises primarily from the stochastic integral. By spatial translation invariance, the correlation function only depends upon the difference |x − y|. An asymptotic result obtained in [63, 64] is that
Formulas for the correlation function in higher-dimensions (arising from rather involved calculations) exist [68, 63, 64] . (14) suffices here to illustrate that we can expect an increasing correlation length as r → 0 − . This certainly provides some confidence that an SPDE should exhibit early-warning signs before bifurcations.
At this point, the formal and asymptotic calculations of the correlation function for linear PDEs involving the Laplacian and a space-time white-noise driving term are already quite complicated. If a more complex space-time correlation structure is specified via C tem and C spa , or if a different linear operator A is chosen, there may be no closed form expression for (13) . Hence, it appears very useful to consider an abstract framework to study generic covariance-related early-warning signs.
The Covariance Operator
An alternative approach that does not immediately yield explicit formulas is to use the covariance operator from (11) . Suppose F (u) = Id and f (u) = 0 so that (9) is a linear SPDE with additive noise and solution given by u(x, t) = S(t)u 0 + σW A (t).
Then, using (8), we can write the solution as the stochastic convolution We continue to assume that r < 0 so that
for some M > 0 and ω < 0. In particular, S(t)u 0 X → 0 as t → +∞, so we may neglect the first term S(t)u 0 if we are only interested in the asymptotic behavior as t → +∞; alternatively, we could set u 0 (x) = 0 for all x ∈ I. Then u(x, t) = σW A (t) and there exists a unique invariant Gaussian measure with mean zero and covariance operator 
which is a generalization of the classical Lyapunov equation associated with linear SODEs used to determine scaling laws for warning signs [52] . In fact, a suitable analog of (16) even holds for transition semigroups in more general Banach spaces [35, Sec. 4] . For SODEs, solving (16) requires solving a matrix-valued equation, which can not only be solved analytically for certain cases but can also be efficiently solved numerically for general nonlinear parametrized stochastic systems [51] .
Solving (16) is more problematic for infinite-dimensional operators. A natural first attempt is to compute the operator using a suitable basis of X. However, there are two natural bases to consider. For one, we can use the eigenbasis {q k } ∞ k=−∞ of Q given in (7) . Alternatively, we can use
so that a k are eigenfunctions for A (respectively A (·) ). In either case, there are now several straightforward and instructive calculations we can carry out to understand potential early-warning signs related to V ∞ .
First, we consider the case in which B = Id and a k = q k for all k ∈ Z is an orthonormal basis of X; the operator A has eigenvalues λ k = r + λ (·) k and the operator Q has eigenvalues ρ k in this basis. The operator V ∞ is completely determined if we can compute the coefficients V ∞ a k , a j for all k, j ∈ Z. From (16), we find
Using orthonormality of the basis it follows that
We note that λ j = −λ k as long as we have Re(λ k ) < 0 for all k ∈ Z. Therefore, the operator V ∞ is diagonal and the important coefficients (for r < 0) are
where the last inequality follows from ρ k ≥ 0 and r + Re(λ (·) k ) < 0 when r < 0. Now we can consider particular eigenvalues λ = 0. We remark that if ρ ±1 = 0, then no such scaling law can be expected. Of course, spatio-temporal noise with ρ ±1 = 0 is a highly degenerate scenario, and is not expected to occur often in practice.
Next, we consider the more general case with a linear operator B and in which the orthonormal eigenbases of A and Q do not coincide. The Lyapunov equation (16) 
This implies
If the eigenvalues λ (·) are real, as they are for the SH and GL equations considered here, it follows that
Hence, V ∞ is generically non-diagonal, i.e.
We have already computed the eigenvalues for the SH and GL equations. For example, for the SH equation with L = 2π, we have
Hence if BQB * a k , a j = 0 for k, j = ±1 then a leading-order scaling law for V ∞ a k , a j of order O(1/r) as r → 0 − is observed for the four coefficient pairs (k, j) ∈ {(1, 1), (1, −1), (−1, 1), (−1, 1)}.
In principle, these results can be worked out not only for the SH and GL linearized operators but for any SPDE of the form (9). As with SODEs, this should be done by linearizing about a steady state of the deterministic system, operating in a regime below the first destabilizing bifurcation point and using the Lyapunov equation to compute the scaling law for the associated covariance operator V ∞ . We emphasize that this approach does not cover the truly nonlinear regime very close to the bifurcation point, and that a specialized analysis will be necessary here; we discuss scaling laws in this regime further in Section 5.
As another example, we consider the GL equation with L = 2π. The eigenvalues are then λ
2 . Therefore, we find
. (18) and we again observe the O(1/r)-scaling law for the critical mode when k = j = 0. If we increase the domain size and consider L = 2πl for some l ∈ N and l ≫ 1, then (18) becomes
since the eigenvalues of the Laplacian become λ
Thus, the O(1/r) scaling law begins to appear in all modes if we take the formal limit l → ∞ before considering
This linearized analysis is a first step towards identifying early-warning signs in SPDEs, and a more complete analysis should also include contributions from nonlinearities, especially when r is very close to the bifurcation point at r = 0. This may be accomplished using the amplitude equation derived from the full nonlinear SPDE as shown in [9] ; see also [10] . We do not pursue this approach in this paper, instead leaving it for future work.
Measures of one-point temporal variance and correlation for spatio-temporal processes, which track temporal statistics at one spatial point, are natural extensions of the generic early-warning signs developed for univariate time series [73] . Previous studies have computed these measures in moving windows for various two-dimensional (2D) processes generated by simulations in which a parameter drifts slowly in time, finding that signals of impending transitions are sometimes obscured by past measurements in the moving window [29, 27] . For a process generated by a pattern-forming vegetation model, however, autocorrelation at lag 1 is found to increase monotonically approaching a Turing bifurcation [25] .
More robust signals of critical transitions in spatio-temporal processes are expected to lie in explicitly spatial measures. Such measures computed at points in time, in contrast with temporal measures computed in a moving window, reflect the instantaneous (rather than residual) state of a system [38] . Spatial variance, skewness, correlation length, and patchiness have previously been shown to increase before a sudden transition for various 2D processes [38, 29, 27, 25] .
In Section 5, we analyze solutions u = u(x, t) of the SH and GL SPDEs. To emphasize dependence upon the parameter r, we henceforth write u = u(x, t; r). Previously, we showed in Section 3.2 that for fixed r < 0, sufficiently far from r = 0 and with sufficiently small initial conditions, the linear approximation leads to a stochastic scaling law of the covariance operator. In this regime, the long-time dynamics (t → ∞) of the process u(x, t; r) is well-approximated by an invariant Gaussian measure with mean zero and covariance operator V ∞ (t; r).
One natural measure to consider is the variance of u(x, t; r), which we compute by averaging spatial variance over time:
We note that V (r) is approximately equal to the temporal variance averaged over space,
u(x, t n ; r) ≈ 0 as long as M, N are sufficiently large. This example suggests how temporal and spatial variance can be related as earlywarning signs in general.
In analogy to the univariate early-warning sign, we also compute the autocorrelation as a function of time lag l, averaged over space:
u(x, t n ; r). Another measure not typically considered as an early-warning sign is the supremum of the process over all space and time:
This measure generally depends on the end time, T , since large deviations occur as rare events. We may expect (as with white noise) that S(r) → ∞ as T → ∞, but the rate at which certain maxima or minima of the stochastic process diverge as T → ∞ may be different for different values of r.
Additionally, it is of particular interest for our analysis of pattern-forming SPDEs to consider spatial statistics in Fourier space. In order to compare numerical results with theoretical predictions as in Section 3.2, we compute
|û(k, t n ; r)|.
Numerical Results
Several previous studies of early-warning signs in spatial systems consider a parameter that drifts slowly in time [38, 29, 27, 25] . Here, we essentially consider the limit as the parameter drift rate vanishes by simulating the SPDE (5) using a series of fixed parameter values. We do this in order to relate the numerical results directly to the analytical results described in Section 3. Furthermore, this approach guarantees welldefined stationary early-warning measures as described in Section 4; the analysis of a slowly-drifting parameter is postponed for future work.
To verify the scaling laws derived in Section 3.2, we numerically simulated the GL and SH SPDEs in the form of (5), with F (u) = 1 and σ = 0.01. We begin with ξ(x, t) as space-time white noise. Simulations were run for values of r ∈ [−1, −0.01] on domains of size L = 2π and L = 16π with periodic boundary conditions. A spatial finite-difference method was used to discretize the SPDEs. The resulting SODEs were solved by an implicit Euler-Maruyama method. For a more detailed description of the numerical method we refer to Appendix A.2.
One set of predictions obtained by linearization in Section 3.2 pertains to the O(1/r) scaling of variance in critical eigenfunction modes of the GL and SH operators for the domain size L = 2π. Indeed, such scaling is observed in the critical Fourier modes (k = 0 for GL and k = 1 for SH) when V k is computed for one set of numerical simulations. Figure 1 plots log 10 (−r) against log 10 (V k ), with a guide line ∼ log 10 (−1/r). When r is sufficiently far from r = 0 (i.e. when the linearization is a good approximation), the critical Fourier modes appear to follow the predicted scaling. For comparison, the V k measures for adjacent modes are also plotted and are observed to scale much more slowly than O(1/r). Another set of predictions from Section 3.2 describes the scaling of variance in non-critical modes when L ≫ 2π. Equation (19) shows that an O(1/r) scaling should appear in all modes for the GL operator as L → ∞, and it can similarly be shown that an approximate O(1/r) scaling should appear in near critical modes for the SH operator under the same limit. This, too, is observed for a set of numerical simulations with L = 16π. Figure 1 shows also the log-variance of critical (k = 0 for GL and k = 8 for SH) and near-critical Fourier modes in the larger domain for the GL and SH operators, and the O(1/r) scaling is observed for the closest-to-critical modes.
We notice in Figure 1 that a O(1/r) scaling only applies to a parameter regime sufficiently far from r = 0. We interpret this as the regime in which linearization is valid. For both SH and GL equations, it can be shown that a regime of weak nonlinearity occurs where r = O(|A| 2 ) [23, 22] , where A is the critical Fourier mode amplitude. Thus, we expect that as the noise level σ decreases, |A| decreases as well and the linear results should hold for a larger parameter regime. We confirm this numerically in Figure 2 using simulations of the GL and SH equations with σ = 0.01 and σ = 0.001. Critical mode variances are observed to follow a O(1/r) scaling for a larger parameter regime when the smaller noise level, σ = 0.001, is used.
To explore the relationship between the measures described in Section 4 and the factors of domain size, noise type, and noise correlation length, we numerically sim- 2 ) were used. For both types of noise, all three measures appear to scale with r in a similar way. We observe a clear monotonic increase in lag-1 temporal autocorrelation as r → 0 − . We also see a near O(1/r) scaling of the spatial variance when r is sufficiently far from r = 0. This reflects the dominant effect of critical mode variance on overall spatial variance (from Figure 1 , we observe the variance of non-critical modes is negligible for space-time white noise). Suprema clearly increase as r → 0 − , as well. The magnitude of variation, as expressed by V and S, is greater for spatially colored noise, which we conjecture is related to the distribution of energy in the power spectrum of the noise. The energy of space-time white noise is distributed evenly across all non-zero Fourier modes, while energy is concentrated around the SH critical mode (k = 1) for noise with the spatial correlation function we consider here.
A similar comparison for two different colored noise correlation lengths is shown in Figure 4 . Again, the domain size L = 2π was used, and the noise correlation functions 2 ) for the colored noise. SPDE was numerically as described in Appendix A.2 and spatially colored noise was generated approximately in Fourier space as discussed in Appendix A.1.
2 ) (short correlation length) and C spa (x, y) = exp(8(x − y) 2 ) (intermediate correlation length) were considered. For both correlation lengths, all three measures once again appear to scale with r in a similar way. Additionally, we observe that the magnitude of variation is greater for the intermediate correlation length simulations. As before, we conjecture that the reason for this can be found in the noise power spectrum. The intermediate correlation noise has more energy in the critical SH Fourier mode than the short correlation noise in this case. Finally, Figure 5 shows the effect of domain size on R 1 , V , and S. Space-time white noise was used for simulations with domain sizes L = 2π and L = 16π. Here, we observe that domain size has an effect on the autocorrelation signal. Specifically, R 1 for L = 16π is less than R 1 for L = 2π for all values of r ∈ [−1, 0]. Also, we see that the larger domain size loses the overall O(1/r) scaling in spatial variance, instead growing more slowly as r → 0 − . This could have been anticipated from the observed scaling of non-critical modes in Figure 1 . We note that suprema appear to scale in the same way for both domain sizes, which suggests a domain size invariant early-warning sign. 
Conclusions & Outlook
In this paper, we have started to develop elements of a mathematical theory for earlywarning signs in pattern-forming SPDEs, specifically in the homogeneous regime before a Turing bifurcation. In particular, we gave an analytical treatment of the scaling laws for covariance operators of the linearized SPDE problem. This analysis included the linearized GL and SH equations, which we investigated numerically in the second part of this work. In the numerical simulations, we focused on the influence of distance to bifurcation, noise strength, noise color and domain size.
Although we believe that our work provides a basis for the study of early-warning signs in SPDEs, many open problems remain. We have attempted to collect several references from different fields as additional starting points for future research. There are many natural mathematical problems that seem to be of particular interest in spatial early-warning sign applications. For example, given a particular pattern-forming system, can we give precise estimates for different regime sizes and early-warning sign scaling laws in these regimes for the covariance operators (and other statistical measures) of the linearized problem in comparison to the full nonlinear problem? What role do amplitude equations for SPDEs play in this context? How can we classify which models display warning signs for spatio-temporal patterns? From these questions, it is clear that there are many mathematical challenges that remain to be addressed in order to quantify the the dynamics of stochastic systems operating near instability.
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A Numerical Methods

A.1 Generation of Colored Noise in Space
The following procedure for generating a noise field ξ(x, t) that is colored in space and white in time is described in [33] . For ξ(x, t) with x ∈ (−∞, ∞), it can be shown that if E[ξ(x, t)ξ(y, s)] = C spa (x, y)δ(t − s). This decoupling of modes in Fourier space can be exploited to constructξ(k, t):
where α(k, t) are random variables that are anticorrelated in space, drawn from the normal distribution with mean 0 and E[α(k, t)α(l, s)] = δ(k + l)δ(t − s). Generation of α(k, t) is described in Appendix B of [33] . From here, (20) can be transformed back into real space to obtain ξ(x, t). The practical implementation of this approach in MATLAB is performed approximately for x ∈ I using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT 2 is less than a prescribed tolerance value.
